‘Domino’s Launches new ‘Pizza Mania Extremes’

Delivers new Culinary experience to the masses – starting at Rs. 79/Noida, May 2, 2016: Domino’s Pizza India, market leader in the chained pizza segment,
today announced it’s exciting new range of pizzas in the country – Pizza Mania Extremes.
The new offering is an extension of the brands’ much loved Pizza Mania range that
became a runaway success by giving millions of Indians their first exposure to an
international pizza brand.
Pizza Mania Extremes aims to give value conscious pizza lovers – especially the Pizza
Mania loyalists – a culinary experience by providing them a new menu packed with rich
tastes, at an economical price point. The new range will also offer both vegetarian and
non-vegetarian options.
With Pizza Mania Extremes, Domino’s aims to offer more variety and greater options to
entry level guests and unlock a whole new world of tastes for them. Guests will also now
be able to savour extremely different yet splendid tastes through the four variants Herby, Spicy, Cheesy and Loaded. The brand has tried to bring in the green veggies
with the Herby variant with the goodness of different herbs. The Cheesy variant will come
with the universally popular combination of cheese, mingled with delightful flavours. The
Spicy and Loaded variants will come packed with the excitement of extremely spicy and
loaded toppings.
Priced between INR 79* to INR 119*(taxes extra) -- this range has been developed
keeping in mind, Indian palette and each variant offers a unique and extreme experience.

Commenting on the latest offering, Mr. S. Murugan Narayanaswamy, Senior
Vice President Marketing, Domino's Pizza India, said, “Over the years, we have
received great feedback and love for the Pizza Mania range. Pizza Mania Extremes is the
result of our constant engagement with the guests and our efforts to always offer them
something new and exciting. We focus a lot on the end guests’ experience and this new
range aims to offer a great culinary experience accessible to all, taking guest delight to
the next level. We hope that the new range will be received with as much love from the
guests as it has been created with.”
Guests will be able to enjoy the new range while dining-in at the 1000+ Domino’s Pizza
restaurants across the country, or by ordering through the browser or their mobile app.
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